
 

Thanks for your interesting in participating in my website! 

On the Cutting Floor has become an amazing journey in my life and I am proud of every step.  I also 

know that I have not reached its full potential due to the lack of time to put into it. 

As a work at home mother, I find myself on the dilemma of sacrificing my family time to make my 

business grow or spend less time working on this project. 

None of these options are realistic.  That is why I have decided to open the doors to new contributors 

for 2015. 

It is clear that in order to grow I will need some help; creative contributors who will add their talent and 

expertise to this project.  The contributors will also being strongly and widely promoted on my blog and 

social media.  In this way, we can both keep growing our dreams of ‘’doing what we love’’ (and luckily, 

being able to live out of it) 

Positions and Rates 
 

Current position 

Promotional pictures:   

I am currently working on a pattern drafting tutorial for a dress.  The tutorial is thought to be for 

women all sizes, but the post will be specifically for plus size women.  

This drafting tutorial will be posted on my website and also on a bigger website (with more than 

400 thousand subscribers) 

What I need is the help with the promotional pictures.   

You will need to follow the tutorial, make your pattern and dress with it.  

And get beautiful pictures of it!   

 

Dateline:  December 14 2014 

 

What can I offer? 



$ 15 + fabric  

Promotion on my website and a mention on the post. 

The pictures can have a logo from your own blog, so it helps you to promote your work as well. 

You can choose to post it on your blog as well.  That is optional   

 

Positions for 2015 

 

These are my rates: 

 

Roundups:  $10   

I usually post once a week, but I would like to add one more.  You can apply with as many ideas as you 

want!   

 

Sewing Techniques and How tos: $20 

The same as with the roundups.  You can apply with as many ideas as you want.  I am always looking for 

something easy, cool, innovative and creative  

 

Sewing Projects:  $25 + fabric supply 

For this, I will need you to apply with the idea and the required supplies.  I will get in contact with you to 

determine the cost (to pay in advance or purchase for you). 

 

 

 

 

 


